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Project management software for various industries, offering more flexibility than Primavera P6 at a more affordable price.
Software and hardware complex for a manufacturing enterprise -

WINDOWS/AutoCAD/CadWin/Advanced/CADLineCADTM class software - for automated design and optimization of
machine tools. Computer SystemsÂ® NXP is an advanced family of design and manufacturing software based on technologies
that go from prototype to implementation and subsequent analysis, covering a large number of instruments operating in a wide
variety of areas. As a specialized software for working with experimental prototypes, software for processing large files and

computing equipment, it is delivered in a special package (Open CS). Software for high-performance, intuitive software systems
STEPFLOÂ® class software Provides a set of tools for testing engineering parameters, managing and debugging products in a
fully integrated design environment. Engineering calculation software for high-speed processes and complex tasks in industries,
transportation, construction, water and power supply, nuclear energy, metallurgy, chemical industry, healthcare, etc. For fast and

reliable performance of complex engineering analysis tasks. "Key Robotics" offers solutions for the following tasks:
Programming of complex projects, in which the complexity from several hundred to several million cycles of calculations and

calculations prevails Programmable models of various objects Modeling of complex technologies and processes Calculation and
construction of many different components in a single area Simulation of high speed processes and equipment Calculation of

complex phase trajectories for complex processes Simulation of heating and boiling in a stream Moderating and solving
complex problems related to software development and testing Engineering design software including NX, MATLAB, CAE,

CATIA/ENOVIA KEY Robotics specialists will introduce you to the full range of equipment offered by DEKraft and help you
choose the optimal solution in terms of functionality and performance. You can decide which high-performance software

package you need. We are demonstrating Kay Robotics software and solutions in Russia and neighboring countries.
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